Cooperativity of paired oligonucleotide probes for microarray hybridization assays.
Synthetic DNA probes attached to microarrays usually range in length from 25 to 70 nucleotides. There is a compromise between short probes with lower sensitivity, which can be accurately synthesized in higher yields, and long probes with greater sensitivity but lower synthesis yields. Described here are microarrays printed with spots containing a mixture of two short probes, each designed to hybridize at noncontiguous sites in the same targeted sequence. We have shown that, for a printed microarray, mixed probe spots containing a pair of 30mers show significantly greater hybridization than spots containing a single 30mer and can approach the amount of hybridization to spots containing a 60mer or a 70mer. These spots with mixed oligonucleotide probes display cooperative hybridization signals greater than those that can be achieved by either probe alone. Both the higher synthesis yields of short probes and the greater sensitivity of long oligonucleotides can be utilized. This strategy provides new design options for microarray hybridization assays to detect RNA abundance, RNA splice variants, or sequence polymorphisms.